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About This Game

Chess Knight 2 is the classic board game of Chess reimagined for the casual gamer looking to learn and to grow with the most
popular game in history. A medieval world of strategy and tactics await you to engage in epic battles of wits as you master the

moves and the strategies in a conquest to claim the kingdom of Chess. Learn to play in this fun, colorful and intuitive download
offering multiple levels of difficulty. You can play in top-down 2D or fully animated 3D mode in a challenge against the

computer or a good friend or relative. An introduction to Chess is included and the visual guide to legal moves provides help if
you are stuck!

KEY FEATURES

2D & 3D gameplay

Single- and two-player mode

4 levels of difficulty

Unique animated Chess pieces

Undo recent moves

Visual guide to legal moves
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Introduction to Chess
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Title: Chess Knight 2
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Hungarian
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I dislike the feature of no online multiplayer
. This is quite dated now, but brings so many memories. That menu music alone.. Fun little indie game with good AI.

. Damn nice game, be sure to change the install path from the disciples.ini to get the game working perfectly. For more info
check the link below.

http://steamcommunity.com/app/281450/discussions/0/613937943176590167/. I was one of those fools who picked this game
up during a christmas sale where they gave out free stuff for achieving things in games you owned. I miss those days even if
they were shameless reasons to make you buy games.

This game has bad reviews for a reason. I wasted hours trying to get that achievement and never did. It was impossible to keep
enough people together and my biggest issue was the exponetially increasing respawn rate.
die once, 20 seconds, okay, 40 seconds, um, alright, 80 seconds, seriously, 160 second, what the, 320, ARE YOU KIDDING
ME.
trust me, after multiple attempt for one silly achievement it getss annoying.

The game has little depth, boring combat and was barely worth playing even with good friends. don't ever buy this crap. Even if
it's free.
well, maybe if it's free and you want to punish yourself.. this game is really fun,but even in easy mode,it still too hard for me,i
can't go pass level one,because i can't kill wolf boss,hope this game can easily thanks.. As a simulation, city-building hardcore
fan, I fell inlove with the release of this game (not to mentioned avoiding those huge thumbs down from other player hoping that
they're wrong) and instantly buy the game. It's a total gamble. I was really dissapointed, although I have done all the campaigns
(with a lot of patience with the annoying bugs -restarting maps countless times), but seriously Devs must do a quick fix on the
bugs because people are getting more frustrated to restart maps over and over again and eventually lost their interest. Fix it..
Neighbor it's an outstanding horror VN that will play with your expectations every given moment. Always surprising you with
creepy and top grossing sound designs that enhance the experinece quite well, and you will always find yourself questioning if
the plot will go for somthing supernatural or an true story. But I can hoesty say that it's quite a ride and there are not many good
good horror that really flips the table like Neighbor do. So if you are a sucker for horror, go for it :D
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Unfortunately Im not going to recommend this game just because of the price. 14.99$ is a little too much for the quality thats in
the game. Alot of effort was put into creating the monsters which most look awesome. The intro to the game is awesome. The
Open World Horror Game Is something Ive never seen before which is great. But the bugs killed this game for me. I fell
through the map twice. Good Luck Playing on a dual screen because if you try moving the camera angle the mouse cursor ends
up on the other screen. Human AIs look dull with really bad voice editing. But This game has so much potential if the creator
stays with it. Maybe honestly drop the price though. Heres My gameplay

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uEl53Mijk0E. The route is very nice and has a lot of detailed scenery and stations. Both
the ALP-45DP and the Comet V Cab Car shot on this add on.

I have some issues that I would like to report. While I brake on the Comet V Cab car that it wheelslips espically while stopping
at stations. Not only the wheelslip on the cab car but its alerter doesn't make any noise so it's hard to hear on when you have
acknowedge it. You could also see the outside while comming into the tunnels from NY Penn which gets into my OCD.

I would recommend this DLC with the F40PH-2CAT bundle becuase spending that extra $5 won't hurt. Hopefully DTG can
patch up the bugs on this DLC as this would need more work.. This game should have a warning label on it for addiction. I
bought this to take a break from my other games and I played the whole thing through in 27 hours, but I dont suggest playing it
like I did. I wanted all the achievements and pushed myself at the end of the game and wore myself out. Though its nice to have
in my library if I ever just want to chill again. I wish it had more of a music variety though, it gets a bit repetitive.

Overall nice game :). Considering it didn't add more 'features', it certainly felt different from the main game.

6.5 \/ 10. my only complaint is that it's too short. Well... The game itself I kinda liked (meh, definately a weaker game). Hardly
any puzzles, not much to snoop in.....However I can not empahsize how SHORT it is. Usually these games take me 7-10 hours
WITHOUT hints or a walkthrough so I can play here and there through a week or so. This game took me barely over 3 hours!!!
The entire game was centralized around one main idea that kept giving you "direction"... I could not believe how fast it went
even on Senior level. When it got to the end I was thinking, "you are kidding me right?? It cannot be over this fast!? I haven't
even done much of anything!?" Really glad I got it for a discounted price for the amount of game play I got from it. Overall I
give the game idea/itself a 6/10. The length of it definately a 3/10.

Of course though if you are one of those people (like me) who just has to play ALL of them, then do what you have to. If you
are more of a first timer or are just going to play a few, do not pick this one.. Game was fine, but just that. It's a remastered
version of one of the first games in the series so don't expect too much from it. If it's only a couple bucks and you want to say
you've played them all, you might as well. I'm not upset having bought the game and spent a good night on it, but it all depends
what you expect from the game.
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